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Abstract. The rebound grabbing ability is one of the remarkable symbols which are used to 

evaluate the quality of a basketball team. Long-term science, the rebound grabbing ability of 
basketball players has always been the weak link in the skills and tactics system in our country, 

especially the post players of our country are weaker than the post players of the basketball teams in 
Europe and America. So it is the major issue our basketball game now faces to improve the rebound 

grabbing ability of our basketball players, especially the rebound grabbing ability of the post 
players. The rebound grabbing ability of basketball players generally include the abilities in four 

aspects of the sense of grabbing rebound, the body confrontation capability, the skills of grabbing 
rebound and the rebound technical cooperation. This paper attempts to analyse and inquire into the 

above three aspects in order to provide the majority of coaches and players with the theoretical basis 
in their training of grabbing rebound. 

Introduction 

With the development of the professional basketball worldwide, the basketball in the world is 

developing rapidly towards high speed, strong confrontation and higher intellectual level. In the 
basketball match, grabbing the rebound is an important mean of getting the possession of the 

basketball, the key of the conversion of offense and defense and the decision of the game, and one 
of the symbols which judge the quality of one player and the whole team. It is an important feature 

of modern basketball to fiercely grab and control the rebound. Grabbing the defensive rebound can 
help a team to get rid of the continuous attack threat from the offensive team, rapidly change from 

the defensive to the offensive and organize a counterattack. At the same time, grabbing the 
defensive rebound also can increase the concerns of the outside offensive players of shooting and 

reduce the percentage of his shot. Grabbing the offensive rebound can help a team to carry out the 
continuous attack to the defensive basket, increase the number of attack and scoring chances, 

increase the confidence of the player shot, boost the morale of players and increase the percentage 
shots. So the further improvement of the rebound grabbing ability of players has important 

theoretical significance and application value for the results improvement of Chinese ens basketball 
in the world tournaments and the development of Chinese basketball.  

Definition of the Basketball Consciousness 

The basketball consciousness can consider as one basketball player’s abilities to control and govern 

his awareness and action self-consciously and in purpose based on the learning of the experience of 
old players of dealing with the complex situations and the full reading of the play. The basketball 

consciousness is regarded as the most precious essence of one basketball player which is gradually 
cultivated and improved in the long term of players’ basketball learning, training and matches. One 

basketball player with stronger basketball consciousness must have stronger strain capacity. Many 
players has no strong basketball consciousness, those specific behavioral performances are as 

follows: ①low change from the defensive to the offensive, often make the opponent out of his sight 
by turning his back to the opponent; ②does not immediately catch up with and defend the opponent 

with full speed after lossing the opponent, too high center of gravity of players when defending; 
③lack of the awareness of compensation defense when help defense is carried out, only see the ball 

but the opponent; ④fails to carry out the cooperation of players and the basketball when a quick 
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attack is carried out because of the awareness of waiting the ball; ⑤lack of the coordination 

consciousness in position offensive; ⑥lack of the ability to control the pace of the game, and pay 
more attention to the high speed; ⑦Lack of the blunt rebound consciousness and the rush-position 

consciousness when grabbing the rebound. 

Essential Factors of Grabbing Rebound of Basketball Player 

Observation and Judgement. “One who knows his own strength and that of the enemy is 
invincible in battle”. One player should fully observe the defensive trend and has a right 

understanding for the movements of his teammates and the play of the whole team when grabbing 
the offensive rebound. When a shot is missed, there are some rules between the rebound direction 

and the landing point of the basketball and the distance, angle, strength and radian of the shot, only 
mastering the basic rules of shot , one player can make right decision, move to grab the basketball 

in time and seize the favorable position. 
Seizing the Favorable Position. Seizing the favorable position is the key link of grabbing the 

rebound. There are generally three means of seizing the favorable position. The first mean is 
roundabout starting that one offensive player should quickly start running in time in a roundabout 

way to seize the relatively favorable or better position in accordance with his judgement for the 
rebound of the ball and the defensive situation of the opponent. The second mean is seizing the 

favorable position by tricking the opponent with the deceptive movement that one player should 
tempt the defensive player into moving off the right defense position with all kinds of deceptive 

movements and quickly seize the favorable position for grabbing the rebound when grabbing the 
offensive rebound. The third mean is taking place for grabbing the rebound. Taking place with force 

and direct grabbing are the important links of grabbing the offensive rebound.  
Take-off Movement. It is the very important movement of grabbing the rebound to take off in 

time and fully extend the body. When one offensive player is grabbing the rebound, the take-off 
movement generally is used that he take off from his one foot, stare at the ball with his eyes, 

simultaneously swing his two arms and full extend them, exert the strength of abs and back 
coordinately to control balance of his body. When a player taking-off from his one foot, he should 

slightly back, let the weight transit from the rear foot to the front foot in the rolling way for 
taking-off and actively lift the swing leg for grabbing the rebound at the high point of a jump. 

The Major Problems Existed in Rebound Grabbing of Basketball Player 

Low Technical Level of Rebound Grabbing. Rebound technology play the key role in grabbing 

the rebound. One player with good rebound technology can grab more rebounds when the 
opportunities of grabbing the rebound is same with other players. Analysis results show that the 

major problems existed in rebound grabbing mainly include three aspects: less body confrontation 
when taking place and blocking the opponent, wrong take-off time and bad handling of the ball.  

Lack of Rebound Consciousness and Judgement Ability for The Landing Point of The 

Rebound.The rebound consciousness is from the right judgement of the rebound direction and area 

of the basketball, and the mastering of the rebound rule of the rebound. But in a basketball match, in 
many cases, the player can not make the right judgement for the landing point of the rebound and 

grabbing the rebound with the advantages from his technology and position.  

Cultivation Method of Rebound Consciousness 

Strengthening the Training of Observation and Judgement. The player must exactly observe the 
space, position and distance through sight firstly, and then quickly make the right judgement for the 

stations and running path of the players and the arc, height, landing point and rebound point of the 
ball through his brain, and then run, block, turn-back or run parallel to the baseline for grabbing the 

rebound. After one player, the opponent or teammate shot, he should quickly observe the 
movements of the players, then carry out effective actions blocking the moving route of the 
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opponent, running parallel to the baseline, grabbing the rebound by seizing the favorable position, 

making the basketball fly to his teammate for the second attack or organizing the quick attack.  
Strengthening the Training of Basic Skill Basketball Technology. Strong basic skill is the 

prerequisite of successfully grabbing the rebound. The individual skill of grabbing the rebound is 
composed of the four parts taking place, take-off, getting the ball in the air and protecting the ball 

after landing which must be related closely. In addition, the four “must” should be carried out: must 
take place in time, must take-off on time, must exactly get the ball and must stably land. The player 

must cultivate the consciousness of grabbing the rebound for each shot (includes own shot). When 
one player or his teammate will shot, firstly, he should make the right judgement for the landing 

point of the ball, and get rid of the defensive player’s block with his body’s deceptive movements, 
and then take the place ahead or side ahead of the opponent by rounding, crossing or pushing 

through to seize the favorable position, and then carry out the rebound shot by taking off from 
standing position or taking off with approach face to the backboard, or organize the second attack 

after grabbing the rebound. 
Cultivating the Rebound Consciousness Through the Mental Training and the Volitional 

Quality Training.  

Psychic quality is a kind of expression of the reflect of the player’s perception, knowledge, thinking 

and judgement in the practical action. A match is not only the skills and tactics competition, but 
also the psychic quality of the player. The psychic quality of young players is poorer, and they 

would have stress. The players often have the minds of being afraid of grabbing the rebound or even 
being willing to grab the rebound due to the senses of stress and timidity when their opponents are 

higher and stronger than them in the process of grabbing the rebound. So the mental training for the 
young players is required. In a match, the skills, tatics and psychic quality of one player should fully 

coordinate with the power and intelligence of the whole team to win the match. However, the 
players should gracefully win and lose a match, and improve their rebound consciousness with a 

normal psychological state in a match. 

Conclusion 

The control force of the defensive rebound should be strengthened. At the same time of enjoying 
the height advantage, the training of continual jump, upper and lower extremity strength and the 

flexibility of hands should also be strengthened to improve the ability of deflecting ball; the training 
of grabbing the rebound in confrontation should be strengthened; the right block place concepts 

should be established, and the training of block place technology should be strengthened; the 
control area of the rebound should be extended to grab more rebounds in the peripheral area. The 

important factors of grabbing the rebound are as follows: 
pay more attention to the cultivation of the subjective initiative and the desire of grabbing the 

rebound of the player in daily training to make the player to actively grab the rebound. The mind 
level of the player is also the key factor for the formation of the rebound consciousness of player. 

So the training of the player’s mind and intelligence should be strengthened. The rebound 
consciousness is the key of grabbing the rebound, and good physical fitness is the important base of 

rebound grabbing. Only all aspects of practice, the rebound grabbing ability of player can be 
radically improved. 
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